Fired Up!
Next meeting is January 11/22 6:30 pm via Zoom

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE - Natalie Gosselin
I wish you all a healthy and happy New Year! I hope you were able to take some time
to relax with family and friends, enjoying good food and company, despite the rising
number of cases in the city.
I like to take some time every January to think about what I have accomplished over
the year gone by, and see if I can improve on where I’ve been and do some planning.
When I look back over 2021, I am so impressed with our members’ resilience, and
collective optimism in dealing with the situation we find ourselves in. We planned
outdoor sales, virtual sales, people pivoted when Great Bowls of Fire was cancelled,
and sold their bowls virtually and many others. And how could you not be excited
about how our holiday sale went last month?? From beginning to end, that event was a
smashing success! While things did not always pan out, what stood out for me about
this group of dedicated ceramists is that you always come back and try something new.
I think that speaks to the nature of the kind of person attracted to ceramics, no? If we
were so easily discouraged, we would not get past our second firing!
I look forward to the guild planning sales and workshops, meetings and sharing, and
not least, preparing for our 50th celebrations next year during 2022.
I don’t know where we are going yet in terms of the pandemic, but I do know this: we
will continue to reach out to one another, to meet and share our passion for this
medium and try new ways of connecting, selling, and spreading the word about it.
As always, I look forward to seeing you each month, and hearing what wonderful,
creative things you are up to!
Natalie
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Exhibition Report - by Elizabeth Davies
Celebrating Clay
No submissions received for February 2022
OGP Annual Exhibition, May 6-8, 2022 (alongside the OGP Sale)
We are very pleased to announce that our juror will be Maureen Marcotte, a studio
potter from Wakefield, Quebec.

In the closing paragraph of her bio, Maureen writes:
When decorating a piece of pottery with an intense overall pattern, nothing is rushed.
The design is built up incrementally using fine Japanese brushes and wax resist. This
slow, cumulative, organic method induces a meditative approach that requires slowing
down and appreciating the material, the process and the pleasure of working with one's
hands.
For further details, go to www.maureenmarcottepottery.ca, and
https://www.ottawaguildofpotters.ca/annual-juried-exhibition-juror/
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and for the exhibition itself, see
https://www.ottawaguildofpotters.ca/annual-juried-exhibition/
(this page will be updated shortly).
Elizabeth Davies,
for the Exhibitions Committee

Sales Report - by Sue-ann Blakely
The sale committee wishes each and everyone of you a very Happy and Safe 2022. To
all the sale participants that contributed to one of the guild’s largest
fundraisers…Thank You. Our customers were happy to see us back and they showed
it! By far our best selling sale in recent memory.
Congratulations to many of you that finished off the sale with a pretty scant selection of
their beautiful handmade pottery! Well done!
Thank you to everyone who adjusted on the fly with the front entrance being closed
(news to us when we arrived), with the sale set up changes we had to make due to
COVID, with the new shifts (e.g. vaccine checker) with the electronic application form
and helping each other with shifts. So many new things! The tasks are not always easy
to remember since we only do them twice a year…and for this sale, it was a couple of
years. In hindsight, perhaps we need to strengthen our review training before each
sale. A huge Thank you to those guild member volunteers who were NOT
participating in the sale, yet came out to help with shifts and jobs…That was so
appreciated!
Lastly the fabulous job by Kim L with all the social media advertising. This was one of
many key factors leading to the success of the sale.
Our cash system (laptops etc) are very fragile. Look for new, long overdue, exciting
changes in the new year!
We observed and received the following comments:
•

Tags, tags, tags. Tags with NO code; tags too old and difficult to peel off; tag
inside of mug…too hard to peel off; pricing 2 for XXX (one price) did not
follow handbook convention; inventory # mistaken for price.…. Suggested
change inventory format or remove completely or put inventory # in brackets
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amex accepted when it was not an acceptable choice of payment. Made extra
work for resolving bank charges for credit cards
Review breaks given during shifts. Some participants did not receive a break at
all.
Some shifts such as assist treasurer should require past experience or a shift
shadowing
Restocking shelves… a primary job of the customer service person, was not
being done. Organize backroom area with potters excess stock bins in such a
way that bins can be easily located. Once bins are empty…remove and place in
another area (eg under table, far wall etc)
Cash errors….led to customers being over and under charged
Purchase balloons with our logo that could be reused
Handbook now allows for alternates. If you can’t complete your job or shift, you
are allowed to find a replacement external to a guild member
Increase slip checker shifts
Mail chimp requires updating
Continuing review of exterior/interior signage
Bilingual greeter whenever possible

SAVE THE DATE….. Spring Sale dates on HOLD for the OGP are May 7-9, 2022
Holiday Sale dates on HOLD for the OGP are Dec 9-11, 2022
This sale went so smoothly because of everyone coming together. We are looking
forward to keep improving and making this a great event for the Guild………
Your Sales Team

Communications: Calling all Potters! Studio Shots for 2022!
By Kim Lulashnyk
As we move into a new year, we find ourselves again working hard at keeping each
other safe. For our communications, we are going to start this year off with a
celebration of “The Studio.” We welcome any photos you have of working in your
studio! Studio tools, hands in clay, loading the kiln, kitten on the hand-building table,
and so on! Anything goes. We will try and promote the spaces where you create.
These spaces can be community-based, private, or found in corners you carve from
your living quarters. Since we can’t have people come to our studios, let’s bring out
studios, our processes, our equipment out into the public on our website and social
media. Sharing is caring! Please send your photos (full size) to Kim Lulashnyk
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(Communications Chair) with the following: (1) your name (of course); (2) one or two
sentences about where you work; (3) one or two sentences about your work ritual/s; (4)
one or two sentences about what your pottery means to you. My email is
ashfamilyottawa@gmail.com. I am looking forward to promoting your work!

January Program
By Amy Bell
January 11th Meeting Presenter
Jocelyn Jenkins will be presenting at our January meeting. She will be talking about
her inspiration, past work and will be giving a few pointers from her studio.
Jocelyn is a longtime Guild member and has been head of our Education and Standards
committee for several years. She has shown her work in many settings including our
first Virtual Celebrating Clay this past summer and was part of our 2021 Holiday
Sale.
Jocelyn lives and works here in Ottawa, but has roots in the Maritimes. Both places
furnish the wealth of natural images that repeat throughout her ceramic work. Jocelyn
creates functional and sculptural ceramic works. Each piece is a highly detailed
sgrafitto “narrative canvas”.
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In her own words, “On a three dimensional form, the placement of the images lets the
user choose their own point of view and viewing instance. Encouraging this play is
what makes drawing on ceramic surfaces so interesting to me. I love the idea that I put
the piece out there but what it is used for and how it is interpreted are out of my
hands... and literally in someone else’s”

Detail from Jocelyn’s “Spring in the Garden”
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A tip about reclaiming clay from Sarah Hand

Here is a link for the tip to reclaim clay.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/DIYCeramics/permalin
k/690136101927971/?sfnsn=scwspmo&ref=share
Your Executive - 2021-2022

President - Natalie Gosselin
Vice President - Vacant
Past President - Amy Bell
Treasurer - Michele Macdonald
Secretary - Vacant
Sales Chair - Sue-ann Blakely
Programming Chair - Amy Bell
Standards and Education - Jocelyn Jenkins
Membership Chair - Carol Badenoch
Exhibition Chair - Elizabeth Davies
Communications Chair - Kim Lulashnyk
Great Bowls of Fire coordinator -Barbara Minish
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